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through the molar polarizability (Noa) . The single important assumption in 
the follo\\-ing an~ l ysis is that this molar polarizability is independent of density 
or temperature- The evidence on which we base this assumption is as 
follows- Edwards (1957) showed that, for satu rated heliulll vapor, (NDa) is 
cOl1s tant from L5° K to 4_20 K and equal to (O.12-15±O.OOO.5) cm3 mole- i for 
A = 5-LG:2.27 A. I-Ie also calcu lated that, for helium gas at N.T.P., (Noa) is 
to. I :2·lG±0.0002) cm 3 mole-I for A = 5-162.27 A, fr0111 the data of Cuthbertson 
aIllI Cuthbertson (1910, 1932). Edwards (1958) measured (Noa) = (0.12-154± 
0.000:2 1) cm 3 mole-I for liquid He4 for A = 5462.27 A at 3.70 K and showed 
(,Vua) was independent of temperature from 1.60 K to 4.20 K for liquid He4 

along the SVP curve_ In what follows, \\-e assume that this last value of (Noa) 
is ("{Jrn:ct at higher temperatures and pressures as ,,-ell . Consequently, re
fr;lc t i \-e index measurell1en ts may be considered as l1leaSUrelllen ts of the va por 
or liquid density p, through 

,llId the isothermal compressibility, kr, of the liquid , thro ugh 

I h· Ilunle ri ca l factor for equa li Cl n 0 .:2), and its un ccrLlil1l~, ,-'"11t: f ro m a 
to' ! i'LI ! i(J n of Kerr's (1957) absolute \-a iue of the d CII"i ! ~- .. r liIJllid r lei a t 
., 1- \lu I Edwards' (19;38) absolute ",tiue of the rcfrdClI\" i!l<lc" of lifJ uid 
11,· ' -Il :;.70 K. Equation (3.3) [0110\\-5 by differentiation oi equa tion (:3.1), 
'1:,~uIllil1 g that (Noa) is independent of temperature and pressure. 

Once the densi ty and isothermal compressibi lity are known, )" the ratio of 
heat capacities, may be calculated for the liquid using 

\\" here III is the "eloci ty of first, or ordinary, sound. 
COIl\-entional theories of X-ray scattering by liquids (Zernicke and Prins 

I D:27; and Brillouin 1922) predict that in the limit of zero-angle scattering, 
and not too near the critical temperature, the liquid structure factor is given 
by 

0·5) 

• 
where .Vo is :\\-ogadro's number, k is Boltzmann's constant, .iI is the molecular 
weight, p is the density, kr is the isothermal compressibi lity, and T is the 
ab"olute temperature. Goldstein (1951a, b) has obta ined the same result and 
has showJI that equation (3.5) holds also for the coherent scattering of slow 
IKlltmns with vanishing momentum change, for atoms with zero spin nuclei . 
Furthermore, Gold stei n and Sommers (1956) and Egelstaff and London (1957) 
ha\-e giyen expressions for various slow neutron scattering cross sections which 
inYoh-e the quantity 20 also. 


